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Ruelle zeta function and prime geodesic
theorem for hyperbolic manifolds with cusps

Jinsung Park

Abstract. For a d -dimensional real hyperbolic manifold with cusps, we obtain more refined
error terms in the prime geodesic theorem (PGT) using the Ruelle zeta function instead of the
Selberg zeta function. To do this, we prove that the Ruelle zeta function over this type manifold
is a meromorphic function of order d over C.
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1 Introduction

LetX� be a d -dimensional locally symmetric space given byX� D �nG=K whereG
is a semi-simple Lie group of rank 1 and K is a maximal compact subgroup of G, and
� is a discrete torsion free subgroup ofG. We also assume that the Riemannian metric
over X� induced from the Killing form is normalized so that the sectional curvature
of X� is �1. Now let us recall that a prime geodesic C� over X� corresponds to
a conjugacy class of a primitive hyperbolic element � 2 � . Let ��.x/ denote a yes
function counting the prime geodesic C� of length l.C� / whose norm N.�/ D el.C� /

is not larger than x. Then the prime geodesic theorem (PGT) states

��.x/ �
xd�1

.d � 1/ log x
(1.1)

where f .x/ � g.x/ means limx!1
f .x/
g.x/
D 1. This was proved by Gangolli [9] and

DeGeorge [5] independently whenX� is compact, and by Gangolli–Warner [10] when
X� has a finite volume.

In [13], [14], Hejhal extensively studied the Selberg zeta function over a hyper-
bolic Riemann surface X� , that is, when � is a co-finite discrete subgroup of G D
PSL.2;R/. Applying these results, Hejhal proved PGT with error terms (see also [15],
[19], [24]),

��.x/ D
X

3
4
<sn�1

li.xsn/C O.x
3
4 .log x/�

1
2 / (1.2)

where �n D sn.1 � sn/ is a small eigenvalue in Œ0; 3
16
� of the Laplacian �0 acting

on L2.X�/, and li.x/ WD
R x
2

1
log t dt . Recalling the leading term of li.x/ is x

logx as
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x ! 1, it is easy to see that PGT (1.2) is a refinement of (1.1) for a special case of
co-finite � � PSL.2;R/.

Since the size of the error term in (1.2) is given by the small eigenvalues of �0,
and the estimate of the small eigenvalue for a specific arithmetic case is one of the
main problems in analytic number theory, there have been many works, for instance
the work of Iwaniec [17] and Luo–Sarnak [18], to obtain the optimal size of the error
term for such a specific arithmetic discrete subgroup � � PSL.2;R/.

Comparing PGT in (1.1) with the one in (1.2), one can try to obtain the correspond-
ing error terms in (1.1) as in (1.2) for a d -dimensional locally symmetric space X� of
rank 1. A plausible approach for this is to use the Selberg zeta function Z�.s/ follow-
ing Hejhal [13, 14] or Randol [24] as they did for hyperbolic Riemann surfaces, then
one may believe that the poles of d

ds
logZ�.s/ over the strip 1

2
.d � 1/ < Re.s/ �

.d � 1/ would provide us with error terms for PGT as in (1.2). However, this ap-
proach using the Selberg zeta function Z�.s/ provide us with only the error terms
corresponding to the poles in the strip .d � 2/ < Re.s/ � .d � 1/, hence the Selberg
zeta function Z�.s/ is not sufficient to obtain the expected error terms if d > 3. In
the Section 5 of [10], this is explained in the view point of the Tauberian theorem of
Wiener–Ikehara. On the other hand, reflecting on this section of [10], one can see that
a meromorphic extension of the Ruelle zeta function

R�.s/ WD
Y

�2P�h

.1 � e�sl.C� //�1 for Re.s/ > .d � 1/

can be used to obtain such error terms in (1.1). Here P�h denotes the set of conjugacy
classes of a primitive hyperbolic element � in � . This is also pointed out in the last
part of the Section 4 of [8]. We also refer to the work of Parry–Pollicott [22] where
they used the Ruelle zeta function for an axiom A flow to derive PGT.

The main purpose of this paper is to refine the result of Gangolli–Warner [10] fol-
lowing a suggestion of Fried [8] for real hyperbolic manifold X� with cusps. Here
a real hyperbolic manifold X� with cusps is given as follows: Let us put � � G D

SO0.d; 1/ be a discrete co-finite torsion free subgroup of G. Now let us denote by P�
the set of �-conjugacy classes of �-cuspidal parabolic subgroups in G. We assume
that the discrete subgroup � satisfies the condition

�P WD � \ P D � \N.P / for P 2 P�

where N.P / denotes the nilpotent part of P . Now the resulting manifold X� D
� n G=K is a d -dimensional real hyperbolic manifold with cusps. In our approach,
a main ingredient to obtain the error terms of PGT over X� is the Ruelle zeta function
R�.s/. Recently in [11], it is shown that R�.s/ can be extended as a meromorphic
function over C with precise description of the locations of zeros and poles. For our
purpose concerning PGT, we need the following basic fact of R�.s/.
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Theorem 1.1. For a d -dimensional real hyperbolic manifold X� with cusps, a mero-
morphic extension over C of the Ruelle zeta function R�.s/ has an expression

R�.s/ D
P�.s/

Q�.s/

where P�.s/, Q�.s/ are entire functions of order d over C.

A proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 2. Actually we will prove Theorem 1.1
for the Ruelle zeta function twisted by a special unitary representation � of � . This
can be used for PGT in a fixed homology class, which would be a refinement of [1],
[7], [23] for real hyperbolic manifolds with cusps. A detail of this application will be
given elsewhere.

To state the main result about PGT, we introduce some notations. Let us consider
an Iwasawa decomposition G D NAK with a decomposition of Lie algebra g D

n ˚ a ˚ k. The subgroup M D SO.d � 1/ is defined to be a maximal subgroup of
K D SO.d/ which commutes A. Let us denote by 	k the fundamental representation
of M acting on ^kRd�1 ˝C. When d D 2nC 1, j D n, 	n denotes a direct sum of
half spin representations 	C˚	�. We denote by�k the Laplacian acting on the space
of k-forms over X� , which decomposes into the subspaces where the principal series
representation ��j ;� acts for j D .k � 1/; k. By Theorem 1.1 and a modification of
the proof in [13], [14], we prove

Theorem 1.2. For a d -dimensional real hyperbolic manifold X� with cusps, we have
PGT with error terms

��.x/ D
X

3
2
d0<sn.k/�2d0

.�1/k li.xsn.k//C O.x
3
2
d0.log x/�

1
2 / (1.3)

where d0 D
d�1
2

and .sn.k/ � k/.2d0 � k � sn.k// is a small eigenvalue in Œ0; 3
4
d20 �

of�k on ��k ;�n.k/ with sn.k/ D d0C i�n.k/ or sn.k/ D d0 � i�n.k/ in .3
2
d0; 2d0�.

A proof of Theorem 1.2 is given in Section 3. Theorem 1.2 is a refinement of the
corresponding result of Gangolli–Warner [10] with error terms for real hyperbolic
manifolds with cusps. According to the last part of the Section 4 of [8], it seems
that Fried also obtained the corresponding result to Theorem 1.2 for compact case in
his unpublished note. A new feature in Theorem 1.2 is a signature .�1/k of the terms
li.xsn.k// depending on k. By Theorem 4.6 in [11] and (2.1), for a small eigenvalue
corresponding to sn.k/ 2 .2d0 � 1; 2d0�, we have k D 0, hence when d D 2 the
signature .�1/k is always .�1/0 D 1 as we expect from (1.2).

Remark 1.3. In general, some parts of cuspidal and residual spectrum can appear as
small eigenvalues of �k (see Chapter 8 of [26] or [27]). We also refer to Section 6
of [3] for an example with small eigenvalues of �0. It is interesting to generalize this
result to the case of�k for k � 1 since this would imply the leading terms of (1.3) are
effective.
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Remark 1.4. Recently a related work to Theorem 1.2 was given in [21] where the
author derived 
˙-estimate for error terms of PGT using the Selberg zeta function
under some condition for the scattering determinant. According to the aforementioned
remark, this approach seems to be problematic to obtain 
˙-estimate for error terms
in principle.

2 Order of the Ruelle zeta function

2.1 Twisted Ruelle zeta function

For a special unitary representation .�; V�/ of � D �1.X�/, we define a twisted Ruelle
zeta function

R�.s/ WD
Y

�2P�h

det.Id � �.�/e�sl.C� //�1 for Re.s/ > .d � 1/:

Here the notation “det” denotes the determinant taken over V�. The Selberg zeta func-
tion attached to 	k is defined by

Z�.	k; s/ WD exp
�
�
X

�2�h

tr�.�/j.�/�1D.�/�1tr 	k.m� /e
�.s�d�1

2
/l.C� /

�

for Re.s/ > .d � 1/. Here �h denotes the set of the �-conjugacy classes of the
hyperbolic elements in � , j.�/ denotes the positive integer such that � D �

j.�/
0 with

a primitive �0 2 P�h. We may assume that a hyperbolic element � 2 � has the form
a�m� 2 A

CM and

D.�/ D D.a�m� / D a
�
� jdet.Ad.a�m� /

�1 � Idjn/j

where a�� D exp.d0t�H/ if a� D exp.t�H/ for a normalized H 2 a.
For Re.s/ > .d�1/, the following relationship ofR�.s/ betweenZ�.	k; s/’s holds,

R�.s/ D

d�1Y

kD0

Z�.	k; s C k/
.�1/kC1 (2.1)

where if d D 2nC 1, Z�.	n; s C n/ denotes Z�.	Cn ; s C n/Z�.	
�
n ; s C n/ with the

half spinor representations 	˙n of M D SO.2n/. In [11], it is shown that Z�.	k; s/
has a meromorphic extension over C with a precise description of locations of zeros
and poles. Hence the Ruelle zeta function R�.s/ has a meromorphic extension over C
by (2.1).
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2.2 Divisors of Z�.�k; s/

In order to prove Theorem 1.1, it is sufficient to prove the same for Z�.	k; s/ by (2.1).
For Z�.	k; s/, from Theorem 4.6 in [11], we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1. For 0 � k � Œd0�, there exist two entire functions Fk.s/; Gk.s/ of
order d respectively such that Z�.	k; s/Fk.s/Gk.s/

�1 is an entire function over C
with zeros at

.1/ sj D d0˙i�j of ordermj where �2jC.d0�k/
2 is an eigenvalue with multiplicity

mj of �k on ��k ;�j and

.2/ s` D d0Cq` of order b`
�
d�1
k

�
where detC k� .	k; s/ has a pole at s D q` of order

b` with Re.q`/ < 0.

Here C k� .	k; s/ denotes �k-isotypic component of the scattering operator C�.	k; s/

for the fundamental representation �k of K acting on ^kRd ˝C.

Let S1; S2 denote respectively the sets consisting of the zeros of

Z�.	k; s/Fk.s/Gk.s/
�1

appearing in .1/, .2/ of Proposition 2.1. By the result in [6], we have

X

sj2S1

jsj j
�d�� <1

for any � > 0. Hence, by Theorem 2.6.5 in [2], the following canonical product over
S1 is an entire function of order d over C,

PS1.s/ D

1Y

jD1

E
� s
sj
; d
�

where

E.u; d/ D .1 � u/ exp
�
uC

u2

2
C � � � C

ud

d

�
:

The set S2 is a subset of the set of the zeros of an entire function B.s/ (see (2.2)) of
order d by Proposition 2.2. Noting that detC k� .	k; s/ has finitely many poles over the
half plane Re.s/ > 0, by the Hadamard’s factorization theorem for B.s/, the following
canonical product over S2 is also an entire function of order d over C,

PS2.s/ D

1Y

`D1

E
� s
s`
; d
�
:
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Therefore, we see that Z�.	k; s/Fk.s/Gk.s/�1PS1.s/
�1PS2.s/

�1 is an entire func-
tion and has no zeros over C. Hence, by Hadamard’s factorization theorem there exists
a polynomial g.s/ such that

Z�.	k; s/Fk.s/Gk.s/
�1PS1.s/

�1PS2.s/
�1 � exp.g.s// for s 2 C:

On the other hand, from the proof of Theorem 4.6 in [11], we know that

d

ds
log.Z�.	k; s/Fk.s/Gk.s/

�1/! 0 as s !1:

Hence the order of g.s/ should be d . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

2.3 Order of detC k� .�k; s/

In this subsection, we present details of a proof of

Proposition 2.2. A meromorphic extension over C of detC k� .	k; s/ defined a priori
for Re.s/ > .d � 1/ has an expression

detC k� .	k; s/ D
A.s/

B.s/
(2.2)

where A.s/, B.s/ are entire functions of order d over C.

In fact, the following proof is a simple modification of the proof of Selberg in [25]
to a higher dimensional case where we employ the Colin de Verdiere’s method for the
analytic continuation of the resolvent of the pseudo-Laplacian in [4].

We decompose X� as

X� D X0 [ C1 [ � � � [ Cp

where X0 is a compact manifold with boundaries T d�1’s and Cj Š Œrj ;1/ 	 T d�1.
The metric dg2 over Cj induced from the normalized Cartan–Killing form has the
form,

dg2jCj D dr
2 C e�2rdw2

where dw2 is the metric over the flat torus T d�1 induced from the Cartan–Killing
form.

Let us recall that there exists a �-cuspidal parabolic subgroup Pj which fixes the
infinity of Cj . Let Vj be a maximal subspace of V� where �j�\Pj acts trivially. For
simplicity, we assume that dimVj D 1 for the following proof. When � is trivial, this
condition is satisfied. The general case can be proved by a minor modification.

Let us choose .r/ 2 C10 .R/ such that .r/ D 0 for r � r0 and .r/ D 1 for
r � r0 C 1 where r0 D max¹r1; : : : ; rpº. For j 2 ¹1; 2; : : : ; pº and s 2 C, we put

‚j .x; s/ D

´
0 if x 2 X� � Cj ;

.r/e.d0Cs/rv if x D .r; y/ 2 Cj
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for a fixed v 2 Vj ˝H .	k; �k/ where H .	k; �k/ denotes the �k-isotypic component
of H .�.	j ; �j // for a representation �.	j ; �j / of Pj . We refer to Section 2.6 of [11]
for more detail. Let us put

ĵ .x; s/ WD .�k � .s � k/.2d0 � k � s//‚j .x; s/

where �k denotes the twisted Laplacian acting on 
k.X� ; V�/. Note that ĵ 2


k.X� ; V�/ has a compact support, and the generalized eigensectionEj .x; s/ is given
by

Ej .x; s/ D ‚j .x; s/ � .�k � .s � k/.2d0 � k � s//
�1

ĵ .x; s/

for Re.s/>d0. Here�k denotes the self adjoint extension of�k acting on
k0.X� ;V�/
to its L2-closure denoted by H WD L2.X� ;^

k.T �X�/˝ V�/. (Although H depends
on k; �, we omit these indices for simplicity.)

For a > r0, let

Ha WD ¹ˆ 2 H
1.X� ;^

k.T �X�/˝ V�/ jˆ
0
j j.a;1/ � 0; j D 1; : : : ; pº

where ˆ0j .r/ WD
R
T d�1 ˆ.r; y/ dy for .r; y/ 2 .rj ;1/ 	 T d�1. Let Ha be the L2-

closure of Ha in H. Let us recall that �k has an form

�k D �D2 C �k

for a self-adjoint elliptic differential operator D and a constant �k by Proposition 1.1
in [20]. Now let us consider the quadratic form Qa on Ha given by

Qa.ˆ/ D kDˆk
2; for ˆ 2 Ha:

This quadratic form Qa is closed and therefore it is represented by a self-adjoint op-
erator D2a on Ha, and we put e�k D �D2a C �k on Ha. Then e�k has a pure point
spectrum and the resolvent Rk.s/ D .e�k � .s � k/.2d0 � k � s//�1 is a compact
operator on Ha. For a > r0 C 2, observing ĵ 2 Ha, we put

Fj .x; s/ WD ‚j .x; s/ �Rk.s/ ĵ .x; s/: (2.3)

The zeroth Fourier coefficient F 0ij .x; s/ WD F
0
i .x; s/jCj has the form

F 0ij .x; s/ D

´
ıij e

.d0Cs/r v if r > a;

e.d0Cs/rAij .s/v C e
.d0�s/rBij .s/v if aj � r � a:

(2.4)

We put C 0j Š Œa;1/	T
d�1 to be the subset of Cj and X00 D X� �

Sp
jD1 C

0
j . We

consider a Neumann Laplacian �n
k

, which is the self-adjoint extension of �k acting
on C1c .X

0
0 / ˚ ˚

p
jD1C

1
c .C

0
j / with the Neumann boundary conditions. We repeat

the above construction of e�k for �n
k

and denote by e�n
k

the resulting operator. Then
e�n
k

satisfies the usual Weyl law because the restrictions of e�n
k

over each components
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satisfy this, for instance, over C 0j it follows from [6]. By the min-max principle, the

j -th eigenvalue of e�n
k

is not larger than the j -th eigenvalue of e�k . Therefore, we can
see

#¹�n 2 eSk j 0 < �n � �º � C�
d
2 (2.5)

where eSk D ¹�n jn 2 Nº denotes the spectrum of e�k . Note that there is no
zero eigenvalue of e�k since the corresponding harmonic form can not belong to Ha.
By (2.5),

1X

nD1

�
�.d

2
C�/

n <1

for a � > 0. We put

bSk WD ¹�`; j�` is a root of �n D .s � k/.2d0 � k � s/ for some n 2 Nº:

As before, by Theorem 2.6.5 in [2], the canonical product over the set bSk ,

PbSk .s/ D
1Y

`D1

E
� s
�`
; d
�

is an entire function of order d over C. Putting P.s/ WD .s � d0/PbSk .s/ (we omit

the index k of P.s/ for simplicity), it is easy to see that P.s/Rk.s/ ĵ .x; s/ is entire.
Moreover, from (2.3) and (2.4), it follows that P.s/Aij .s/, P.s/Bij .s/ are also entire
functions over C.

Recall that e�kˆ D �kˆ for ˆ 2 Ha � H. Then it is easy to see that for ‰ 2 H,

hRk.s/ ĵ .x; s/; ‰.x/i

D

1X

nD1

.�n.�n � .s � k/.2d0 � k � s///
�1h�k ĵ ; ‰ni � h‰n; ‰i (2.6)

where ‰n denote the eigenfunction of e�k corresponding to �n for n 2 N. We put

En.s/ WD
Y

.�`�k/.2d0�k��`/¤	n

E
� s
�`
; d
�
:

By Theorem 1.11 in [12], there exist C1; C2 > 0 such that for z 2 C,

jEn.s/j � C1 exp.C2jsj
d logC jsj/ (2.7)

where logC x D log x for x � 1 and logC x D 0 for x � 1. By (2.6) and (2.7), there
exist C1; C2 > 0 such that for ‰ 2 H,

jP.s/j � j hRk.s/ ĵ .x; s/; ‰.x/i j � C1 exp.C2jsj
d logC jsj/ k‰k:
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In particular, this implies that for ‰ with support in .aj ; a/ 	 T d�1 � Cj ,

jP.s/j � jhFj .x; s/; ‰.x/ij � C1 exp.C2jsj
d logC jsj/ k‰k:

Choosing ‰.x/ D e.d0CNs/r d
dr
.e�2Nsrg.r//v for g.r/ 2 C10 ..aj ; a//, we conclude

jP.s/Aij .s/j � C3 exp.C2jsj
d logC jsj/ (2.8)

for a constant C3 > 0 and in a similar way,

jP.s/Bij .s/j � C3 exp.C2jsj
d logC jsj/: (2.9)

Let  j .x/ be the characteristic function of Œa;1/ 	 T d�1 and set

Gi .x; s/ WD Fi .x; s/

C

pX

jD1

 j .x/.e
.d0Cs/rjAij .s/v C e

.d0�s/rjBij .s/v � ıij e
.d0Cs/rj v/

where rj denotes the r-coordinate over Cj . For A.s/ D .Aij .s//, B.s/ D .Bij .s//,
and p 	 p matrices E.x; s/, G .x; s/ whose j -th rows are given by Ej .x; s/, Gj .x; s/
respectively, we have

E.x; s/ D A.s/�1G .x; s/; C k� .	k; s/ D A.s/�1B.s/:

Therefore,

detC k� .	k; s/ D
det B.s/

det A.s/
D
P.s/p det B.s/

P.s/p det A.s/
:

Putting A.s/ D P.s/p det A.s/, B.s/ D P.s/p det B.s/, by (2.8), (2.9), these are
entire functions of order d over C. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.2.

3 Proof of Theorem 1.2

3.1 Counting function  n.x/

Let us introduce
 0.x/ D

X

�2�h;N.�/�x

ƒ.�/

where ƒ.�/ D l.C�0/ with � D �n0 for �0 2 P�h, and

 n.x/ D

Z x

0

 n�1.t/ dt for n D 1; 2; 3; : : : :
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Using Theorem A in [16], we can derive

 n.x/ D
1

nŠ

X

�2�h;N.�/�x

ƒ.�/.x �N.�//n: (3.1)

Now we relate  n.x/ to the Ruelle zeta function R�.s/ as follows. First of all, we
have

d

ds
logR�.s/ D �

X

�2�h

ƒ.�/N.�/�s for Re.s/ > .d � 1/: (3.2)

Now, using (3.1), (3.2), and Theorem B in [16], for n � 1 we obtain

 n.x/ D �
1

2�i

Z

Re.s/Dc

xsCn

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C n/

d

ds
logR�.s/ ds (3.3)

where c > .d � 1/.

3.2 Asymptotics of  2d0.x/

For T 
 0, let R.T / be a closed domain given by

R.T / D ¹s 2 C j jsj � T; Re.s/ � d0º[¹s 2 C j d0 � Re.s/ � c; �eT � Im s � eT º

where eT D
q
T 2 � d20 . We may assume:

.�/ There is no zero or pole of the integrand of (3.3) over the boundary of R.T /.

Now we apply the Cauchy integral formula over R.T / to obtain

1

2�i

Z cCieT

c�ieT
xsC2d0

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C 2d0/

d

ds
logR�.s/ ds

D �
1

2�i

� Z d0CieT

cCieT
C

Z

CT

C

Z c�ieT

d0�ieT

� xsC2d0

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C 2d0/

d

ds
logR�.s/ ds

C
X

z2R.T /

RessDz
� xsC2d0

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C 2d0/

d

ds
logR�.s/

�
(3.4)

where CT denotes the circular part of the boundary of R.T / with the anti-clockwise
orientation.

We compare (3.3) for n D 2d0 with the left-hand side of (3.4). By Section 4.2
in [11], we know that d

ds
logR�.s/ is bounded over the line Re.s/ D c > 2d0. Hence,

it is easy to see

 2d0.x/ D �
1

2�i

Z cCieT

c�ieT
xsC2d0

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C 2d0/

d

ds
logR�.s/ ds

C O.xcC2d0T �2d0/: (3.5)
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The asymptotics of the first term on the right-hand side of (3.5) is the same as the one
of the right-hand side of (3.4). From now on, we analyze this part:

� For the integral
R
CT
� ds, we have

ˇ̌
ˇ
Z

CT

xsC2d0

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C 2d0/

d

ds
logR�.s/ ds

ˇ̌
ˇ

� x3d0T �d
Z

CT

ˇ̌
ˇ
d

ds
logR�.s/

ˇ̌
ˇ jdsj: (3.6)

By Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 7 of [8],

Z

CT

ˇ̌
ˇ
d

ds
logR�.s/

ˇ̌
ˇ jdsj �

Z

jsjDT

ˇ̌
ˇ
d

ds
logR�.s/

ˇ̌
ˇ jdsj � CT d logT (3.7)

for a constant C . Note that the parameter T in (3.7) should satisfy the condition .�/.
By (3.6) and (3.7),

Z

CT

xsC2d0

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C 2d0/

d

ds
logR�.s/ ds D O.x3d0 logT /: (3.8)

� Let us deal with the integral
R d0CieT
cCieT � ds. From Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 4.6

in [11], it follows that for s D 	 C i t with 	 � d0, jt j 
 0,

d

ds
logR�.s/ D O.t2d0/C

X

jt��j j�1

js � d0 � i�j j
�1 (3.9)

where d0 C i�j is a pole of R�.s/ along the critical line Re.s/ D d0. Then, by the
fact that d

ds
logR�.s/ is bounded over the line Re.s/ D c > 2d0, the equality (3.9),

and the Phragmén–Lindelöf theorem, for s D 	 C i t with 	 � d0 C u and u > 0,
jt j 
 0,

d

ds
logR�.s/ D O

� t2d0
u

�
: (3.10)

For a fixed � > 0, we decompose
R d0CieT
cCieT � ds into

R d0CieT
d0C�CieT � ds and

R d0C�CieT
cCieT � ds.

For the first one, using (3.9) (as in Proposition 6.14 of [14]) we have

Z d0CieT

d0C�CieT
xsC2d0

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C 2d0/

d

ds
logR�.s/ ds D O.x3d0C�T �1/:

(3.11)
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For the second one, by (3.10) we get

Z d0C�CieT

cCieT
xsC2d0

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C 2d0/

d

ds
logR�.s/ ds

D O.xcC2d0T �1.log x/�1��1/: (3.12)

Combining (3.11) and (3.12), we conclude

Z d0CieT

cCieT
xsC2d0

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C 2d0/

d

ds
logR�.s/ ds

D O.x3d0C�T �1/C O.xcC2d0T �1.log x/�1��1/: (3.13)

The other integral
R c�ieT
d0�ieT � ds can be treated in a similar way and gives us the same

estimate as (3.13).
We split the remaining terms given by the residues over R.T / in (3.4) into three

parts.

� For the poles sn.k/’s of � d
ds

logR�.s/ lying in .d0; 2d0�, we have

X

sn.k/2.d0;2d0


.�1/k

sn.k/.sn.k/C 1/ � � � .sn.k/C 2d0/
x2d0Csn.k/ (3.14)

where sn.k/ is related to the small eigenvalue .sn.k/�k/.2d0�k�sn.k// in Œ0; 3
4
d20 �

of �k on ��k ;�n.k/ with sn.k/ D d0 C i�n.k/ or sn.k/ D d0 � i�n.k/ in .d0; 2d0�.

� For the poles sn.0/’s of � d
ds

logR�.s/ along the critical line Re.s/ D d0, we have

O
�
x3d0

Z T

�T

t�ddN.t/
�
D O.x3d0 logT / (3.15)

where N.t/.D O.td // denotes the counting function of sn.0/ D d0 C i tn over the
critical line Re.s/ D d0.

� To deal with the poles of 1
s .sC1/.sC2/ ��� .sC2d0/

d
ds

logR�.s/ in R.T; d0/ D

R.T / \ ¹s j Re.s/ < d0º, we define R.s/ to be a meromorphic function of order d
given by removing the zeros and poles of R�.s/ in the half plane Re.s/ � d0 using
the canonical product. Then we have

X

z2R.T;d0/

RessDz
� xsC2d0

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C 2d0/

d

ds
logR�.s/

�

D
1

2�i

Z

jsjDT

xsC2d0

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C 2d0/

d

ds
logR.s/ ds: (3.16)
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As in the derivation of (3.7), one can show that the right-hand side of (3.16) has the
same size as (3.7). Hence we have

X

z2R.T;d0/

RessDz
� xsC2d0

s.s C 1/.s C 2/ � � � .s C 2d0/

d

ds
logR�.s/

�
D O.x3d0 logT /:

(3.17)

For a given x 
 0, we choose T satisfying .�/ such that jxd � T j � 1. Putting
c D d and combining (3.4), (3.5), (3.8), (3.13), (3.14), (3.15) and (3.17), we conclude

 2d0.x/ D
X

sn.k/2.d0;2d0


.�1/k

sn.k/.sn.k/C 1/ � � � .sn.k/C 2d0/
x2d0Csn.k/

C O.x3d0 log x/: (3.18)

3.3 Reduction to  0.x/, ��.x/

To derive the asymptotics of  0.x/ from  2d0.x/, we use

�Cn f .x/ WD

Z xCh

x

Z xn�1Ch

xn�1

� � �

Z x1Ch

x1

f .n/.x0/ dx0 � � � dxn�1

where h is a constant which will be fixed later. By the mean value theorem,

�C
2d0

x2d0Csn D h2d0 .sn C 2d0/.sn C 2d0 � 1/ � � � .sn C 1/exsn (3.19)

whereex 2 Œx; x C 2d0h�, hence

 0.x/ � h
�2d0�C

2d0
 2d0.x/ �  0.x C 2d0h/: (3.20)

By (3.18) and (3.19), we have

h�2d0�C
2d0

 2d0.x/ D
X

sn.k/2.d0;2d0


.�1/kxsn.k/

sn.k/
CO.h�2d0x3d0 log x/CO.h2d0/:

(3.21)

The optimal size of the error term in (3.21) is given when h D x
3
4 .log x/

1
4d0 . By

(3.20) and (3.21) with h D x
3
4 .log x/

1
4d0 , we obtain

 0.x/ �
X

sn.k/2.
3
2
d0;2d0


.�1/kxsn.k/

sn.k/
C O.x

3
2
d0.log x/

1
2 /: (3.22)

For the lower bound, we use

��nf .x/ WD

Z x

x�h

Z xn�1

xn�1�h

� � �

Z x1

x1�h

f .n/.x0/ dx0 � � � dxn�1
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to obtain

 0.x � 2d0h/ � h
�2d0��2d0  2d0.x/ �  0.x/:

In a similar way, one can show

X

sn.k/2.
3
2
d0;2d0


.�1/kxsn.k/

sn.k/
C O.x

3
2
d0.log x/

1
2 / �  0.x/: (3.23)

Combining (3.22) with (3.23), we conclude that

 0.x/ D
X

sn.k/2.
3
2
d0;2d0


.�1/kxsn.k/

sn.k/
C O.x

3
2
d0.log x/

1
2 /: (3.24)

To obtain the formula for ��.x/, we recall

��.x/ D

Z x

2

1

log t
d�.t/

where

�.x/ D
X

�2P�h;N.�/�x

ƒ.�/:

Combining

 0.x/ D �.x/C �.x
1
2 /C �.x

1
3 /C � � �

with (3.24), we have

��.x/ D
X

sn.k/2.
3
2
d0;2d0


.�1/k li.xsn.k//C O

�
x
3
2
d0

.log x/
1
2

�
: (3.25)

To obtain the error term in (3.25), we used the following asymptotics with ˛ D 1
2

,

Z x

2

dt

.log t /˛
D

x

.log x/˛
C ˛

x

.log x/˛C1
C ˛.˛ C 1/

x

.log x/˛C2
C � � �

where ˛ > 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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